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ALL-SUITE RESORT PAZNAUN

INVEST IN HIGH-END
MOUNTAIN REAL ESTATE
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ACTION IN ISCHGL
It’s not only snow that is guaranteed from November to May. It’s thrilling action and exploring all season long.
With 239 kilometres of sprawling runs, unskied powder fields and 45 state-of-the-art lifts – this is the ski experience of a lifetime.
This is Ischgl.

GENTLE IN GALTÜR
If you and the kids prefer something a little more sedate then Galtür is perfect for you. Great for children and fewer people on the slopes
yet with some challenging back-country for the grown-ups, it’s a family resort.
This is Galtür.

FOLLOW IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF
ERNEST HEMINGWAY
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PROJECTVISUALISATION

CONTEMPORARY STYLE
LIVING THE HIGH LIFE
∙ 46 luxury apartments with 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms
∙ In-house spa: sauna, steam room & relaxation area
∙ Heated, 13-metre outdoor panorama pool with
breathtaking views of the mountains
∙ Restaurant with bar and delicatessen shop
offering regional products
∙ Fully managed rental service by All-Suite Resorts
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Prices from € 289.000,-

PROJEKTVISUALISIERUNG

BISTRO AND SHOP
TOTALLY FLEXIBLE
Stylish and welcoming best describes our bistro
experience, which blends gastronomy with
lifestyle in a cosy, living room atmosphere.
Meanwhile our shop can provide everything you
will need for your stay without leaving the resort.
After an active day outdoors you may want to
quietly unwind, before resting your weary limbs in
the comfort of the sauna or heated outdoor pool.
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BUILDING SITE

PROJECT VISUALISATION

THE SETTING
The clear air and seemingly infinite expanses will satisfy your longing for tranquillity. Ernest Hemingway and his
family loved Galtür, and the writer drew inspiration for his literary creations here. As a passionate ski-tourer at
a time when Alpine sports were still in their infancy, he conquered one peak after another. In the evenings he
would incorporate vivid descriptions of the simple, Spartan life in these high mountain regions into his writing
– including his first novel ‘The Sun also Rises’ and the short story ‘An Alpine Idyll’.
Almost 100 years later, there’s little sign of Spartan lifestyle in Galtür. A community of around 800 inhabitants,
it is easily accessible and situated right between two fantastic ski areas. Yet they could not be more different
from one another. In 5 minutes, you find yourself amid the pristine mountain landscape of Galtür. On its quieter
43 kilometres of ski runs you will find a picturesque world that allows you to enjoy that intimate experience
of nature on skis. On the other side, 7 minutes away, Ischgl awaits. With over 239 kilometres of ski runs
and countless après-ski venues, it represents the Mount Olympus of winter sports and social life in the Alps.
Climbing up to 2,900 metres above sea level, the Ischgl-Samnaun ski resort is probably THE Alpine winter
sports paradise. Freeride courses, ski tours, top events and superb cuisine are all part of it. On its perfectly
groomed runs and 45 lifts, Ischgl offers memorable moments, action and fun – all on your doorstep.
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A NEW CONCEPT

All-Suite Resort Paznaun is a hassle-free, lifestyle investment that provides an attractive annual
return. You buy an award-winning suite with 1, 2 or 3 double bedrooms, on the sunny side of the
Paznaun valley, featuring a spa area, heated outdoor panorama pool, areas for sunbathing, cosmetics
and massage studio, relaxation spaces and a shop / bistro with local gastronomic specialities.
Everything is ready for you when you arrive. When you’re away, your suite is rented out,
generating a rental income and profit.
Resorts-Österreich GmbH, is an associate
company of the Kristall Group and assumes the management and international rental of your
apartment, ensuring a stress-free ownership experience for you. It also attends to daily hotel
operations and the upkeep of the property. By agreeing to rent out the apartment and
support the local, growing tourism industry, you are able to acquire the property without
incurring 20% sales tax.
Moreover, you are assured of capital growth in the region of 4% per annum. Our multilingual
professional advisors look forward to handholding EU and non-EU buyers through the research,
buying and ownership phases, so please contact us today.

Apartments
with a private feel

Highest standard of
furnishing

Resorts-Österreich GmbH
is a company in the Kristall Group and provides hotel
and management services on demand, ensuring your
utmost freedom and convenience.
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THE RESORT
From the very first moment you see it, the building’s pure design, in harmony with the stupendous mountain
backdrop of the Paznaun, invites you to stay and wonder. The architecture succeeds in combining cosy
comfort with functionality, with a lobby that reaches out with a feeling of ‘you are welcome’. At the same
time, the design of the communal and catering areas, featuring broad glass surfaces and light-suffused
spaces, gives you the sense of being very close to nature. It is the ideal place to relax, to retreat – but also
to enjoy social get-togethers with family and friends old and new.
The facility will have a spa area dedicated to relaxation, featuring various kinds of saunas and steam rooms,
reclining and relaxation areas as well as a little gym and a heated, 13 metre outdoor panorama pool with
stunning views of the mountains. Glass, natural wood, polished concrete and the highest quality wool
fabrics give the spa area a natural warmth that is welcoming and also guarantees timeless style.
We have also added something new for the area. Our concept of the ‘shop bistro’ provides ample space
for socialising or just to relax with a drink as well as a small shop offering regional delicacies and other food
to eat here or take home for supper.
Located in a sunny spot in the Paznaun, this is a place of well-being and relaxation. Meet friends for
breakfast, lunch or supper, or just relax quietly with a good book – Hemingway or not. High-speed Internet
is, of course, available too!
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Beispielskizze

Beispielskizze

1 DOUBLE BEDROOM APARTMENT
Apartment with approximately 36 to 49 m² – ideal for 2 people.
With a balcony or terrace with garden and in most cases a direct view of the
mountains. 1 double bedroom, finished in elegant wood, 1 bathroom with
hairdryer, bright living area with a large dining table and
double fold down sofabedas well as a fully equipped kitchen with a dishwasher,
refrigerator, ceramic hob, microwave, pots and pans, dishes,
cutlery, coffee maker and toaster.
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2 DOUBLE BEDROOM APARTMENT
Apartment with approximately 53 to 102 m² – ideal for 4 people.
With a balcony or terrace with garden and in most cases a direct view of the
mountains. 2 double bedrooms, finished in elegant wood, 2 bathrooms with
hairdryer, bright living area with a large dining table and
double fold down sofa bed aswell as a fully equipped kitchen with a dishwasher,
refrigerator, ceramic hob, microwave, pots and pans, dishes,
cutlery, coffee maker and toaster.
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Beispielskizze

3 DOUBLE BEDROOM APARTMENT
Apartment with approximately 84 to 138 m2 – ideal for 6 people.
With a balcony or terrace with garden and in most cases
a direct view of the mountains.3 double bedrooms, finished in elegant wood,
3 bathrooms with hairdryer, bright living area with a large dining table and
double fold downsofa bed as well as a fully equipped kitchen with a dishwasher,
refrigerator, ceramic hob, microwave, pots and pans, dishes, cutlery, coffee
maker and toaster.
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HOW THE APARTMENTS
ARE CONFIGURED
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YOUR CHOICE
Why not cook at home?
Our high-quality Miele kitchens are equipped
with every possible convenience: coffee maker,
cutlery, crockery, glasses, comfortable chairs ...
what the Austrians call Gemütlichkeit .
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COMFORT
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We believe that the most important element of
a great holiday is having the perfect bedroom.
That is why we chose superb box spring beds
with top quality mattresses, luxurious bed linens
and opulent fabrics.
We like to think we’ve thought of everything so
that your sense of well-being is absolute. From
flat screen televisions and roomy wardrobes,
to exquisite curtains and cushions ... different
themes to choose from and all included in the
price.

SLEEK INTERIORS
Our years of experience in designing high end
apartments have taught us that bathrooms have to
be every bit as impressive as in a luxury hotel. Our
spacious interiors are finished with Italian ceramic
tiles and elegant Hans Grohe bathroom fittings.
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ALL-SUITE SHOP BISTRO
BREAKFAST / BRUNCH
LUNCH / SNACK
SHOP
BASICS
GIFTS

Our Motto is Feel Free.
Resorts-Österreich GmbH is an associate
Hotel apartments with a personal touch.
company of the Kristall Group and handles the management and rental of your apartment.

ROOM SERVICE
DELIVERY
SKI HIRE
MOUNTAINBIKE HIRE
LOCKERS FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT

A professional team of staff with decades-long experience in the international hotel business and
sales and marketing ensures a smooth rental business. A well-trained team of employees will be
on site to ensure that you have everything you need or want in terms of comfort, convenience and
quality. With this real estate concept, you’re investing in more than just a high-quality property.
You’re investing in a special type of holiday experience that enables you to enjoy your life to the full.
From luxurious apartments in leading destinations and superb locations, as the owner of this property,
you benefit from world-class infrastructure coupled with the comfort, flexibility and convenience of
a luxury hotel.
Everything you want is prepared just for you.
You can book our welcome package even before you’re on your way. It includes a number of
essentials, allowing you to prepare breakfast or supper on arrival. You can, of course, order more
specific items if you prefer.

BREAKFAST BUFFET
HOUSE KEEPING
BABYSITTERS

Wellness and relaxation in winter or summer
Indulge in massages and beauty treatments, sauna and steam bath in the private spa centre.
Everything is possible. All you have to do is let us know what you would like.

LAUNDRY SERVICE
CLEANERS
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SHOP BISTRO
Spontaneous and casual
Our stylish, relaxed bistro blends freshly cooked dishes with a spontaneous lifestyle in a friendly living
room atmosphere. Our shop has everything you will need to buy for your stay.
Don’t feel like cooking? Not a problem. You can have your breakfast here if you like, delicious dishes
for lunch, and snacks or homemade cakes in the afternoon. And in our shop you will find exclusive
regional products for your own personal enjoyment or to take home with you as souvenirs.
The adjoining sun terrace is the ideal place to enjoy a peaceful evening after an active day outdoors,
before unwinding in the welcoming comfort of the sauna.
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MY LITTLE SPA
It’s nothing big and fancy – just comfortable, private and pleasant relaxation, as enjoyable in
summer as in winter.
My Little SPA is an elegant little Swiss pine sauna-bathing complex with the option of indulging
yourself with beauty and massage treatments.
Whether you prefer a long session of wellness or a deep muscle-soothing massage, you can relax
afterwards on our comfortable beds – both indoors and outdoors.
Help yourself to the generous supply of sauna towels and hand towels. Dip into the heated,
13-metre outdoor panorama pool with views to the mountains. And if you like to cool down after
a sauna, there’s a torrent of mountain water gushing from shower to help.

UNWIND & DETOX – TIME
SPENT PAMPERING IS NEVER WASTED
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PROJEKT VISUALISIERUNG

CLASSIC SAUNA
THEMED SAUNA
STEAM BATH
LITTLE GYM
HEATED OUTDOOR
PANORAMA POOL

RELAX & UNWIND
WHETHER IT’S WINTER
OR SUMMER

TAKE A DEEP BREATH:
POLLEN-FREE HOLIDAYS IN
GALTÜR

BEAUTY TREATMENTS
RELAXING MASSAGES
ANTI-AGING TREATMENTS
WITH ADVANCE BOOKING

HIGH AIR QUALITY AND A HEALING
CLIMATE

EVERYTHING IS READY
FOR YOU
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IN THE BACK OF BEYOND

CLOSE TO HEAVEN
DOWN TO EARTH
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A DIFFERENT PACE OF LIFE
IN FAIRYTALE SURROUNDINGS

AN ALPINE IDYLL
Galtür is the quieter, more relaxed counterpart to
nearby party mecca Ischgl
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∙ 43 superbly groomed kilometres of pistes
∙ Dedicated parks for freestyle snowboarders
and free-skiers
∙ 3 first-rate kilometres of trails for
cross-country skiers
∙ Race training area
∙ Child-friendly ski runs
∙ Siggi´s Bambiniland
∙ Superbly equipped children’s park
∙ Actionpark

PISTES IN ALL DIRECTIONS
WHY NOT SKI TO SWITZERLAND?

ENDLESS SKI PISTES
Ischgl and its Silvretta Arena offers winter sports
fans everything they could desire.
The Silvretta Arena features 239 kilometres of
runs, 45 ultra modern lifts, guaranteed snow from
November through early May and pistes that are 11
kilometres long! All this makes for a ski resort that
caters to everyone – from those who like to coast
on reds to the hardest skiers on the mountain. No
wonder its motto is: ‘Relax if you can’.
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THERE ARE NO FRIENDS
ON A POWDER DAY
ADVENTURES IN ‘HEMINGWAY COUNTRY’

EXCITEMENT AWAITS
YOU
Nestled in an untouched high Alpine landscape,
Galtür can satisfy the hunger for any off-piste
adventurer. Whether you’re an experienced
freerider used to going out on your own with
friends or with a guide, there‘s lots of options.
Best run? Under the Birkhahnbahn. A quick
journey on the chairlift and then straight off the
piste and through the trees.
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THE LIVING IS EASY
BECAUSE TIME GOES SO QUICKLY
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SUMMER IN PAZNAUN

GAZE FOR MILES
INTO THE DISTANCE
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LOOK DEEP INTO NATURE
THEN YOU WILL UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING BETTER
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ON TOP OF THE
WORLD
Pure water, clear air and quiet.
Alpine air expands in the lungs, displaces all
heaviness and makes room for that wonderful
feeling of happiness.
Health is the real wealth.
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ALLERGY-FRIENDLY GALTÜR

TYROL’S FIRST CLIMATIC SPA
INSTANT RELIEF FOR SUFFERERS
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JOIN THE SILVRETTA BIKE ACADEMY

40 ADRENALINE PUMPING
MOUNTAIN BIKE ROUTES
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PROJECT FACTS
CONSTRUCTION STARTS SPRING 2020
• 46 new build, freehold apartments
• On-site wellness incl. sauna, steam bath & a little gym
• Open-air terrace with a heated, 13 metre outdoor panorama pool
• Restaurant / bar & shop
• Sunny location
• 7 minutes from Ischgl on free ski bus
• Galtür: perfect skiing for families & off-piste
• Operated by our sister company All-Suite Resorts

Prices from € 289.000,-

INVESTMENT FACTS
• The operator predicts an average return of 4%
• 18% annual increase in bookings for commercially rented apartments in Austria
• 51% of visitors to Austria now visit in the summer (source: Tourism-review.com)
• Strong capital growth

ACQUIRING YOUR DREAM INVESTMENT
Please contact us today for any questions you might have or to receive a copy of our FAQ.
Austrian banks will fund up to 60% of the purchase price with a loan period between 15 and 25 years.
Buying off plan is a safe and low risk process during which you pay for your apartment in stages.
The trustee lawyer will notify you in good time when each stage payment is due so you have time to prepare the
transfer of funds – no need to transfer all at once.

Mountain Spa Residences St. Anton

Silva Peak Residences, Ischgl

All-Suite Residence Kühtai

Mountain Lake Resort Zell am See

Residenz Zwieselstein

All-Suite Resort Ötztal

All-Suite Resort Paznaun

Residenzen Gasthof Zwieselstein

All-Suite Resort Fieberbrunn

COMPANY PROFILE
Kristall Spaces AG is the award-winning marketing and property advisory arm of VenturePlus AG, a leading British managed
property developer with a 20-year track record in Austria. We develop and sell more ski apartments in Tirol than any other
company and help owners acquire their dream lifestyle investment. We are currently developing property for sale in the Ötztal,
Ischgl, Sölden, Fieberbrunn, Berwang and Stubaital. Kristall Spaces AG is based in Switzerland and has representative offices
in London’s Notting Hill.

SALES TEAM

Maarten Delaere

Franziska Gräser

Branson Atterbury

Property consultant

Property consultant

Property consultant, Marketing director

Dutch, English, French

English, German

English, French, German

KRISTALL SPACES AG
Bachstelzenweg 2, CH-9410 Heiden, Switzerland
T +44 20 3735 8790 | M+41 78 683 07 77
info@kristall-spaces.com | immobilienintirol.de
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WINTER

SUMMER

364km of ski pistes in the Paznaun
State of the art ski lifts
95% snow making coverage
Snowpark with airbag jump
Duty free run to Switzerland
Longest run 14km
Michelin-starred restaurants
Top of the Mountain Concerts
Après ski „Ibiza of the Alps“
Ischgl Skyfly
One of the longest ski seasons: 28 November to 3 May
Famous freeriding
New €60m Silvretta Spa coming 2022

49 hiking routes throughout Paznaun Valley
State of the art ski lifts
1,000km mountain bike trails plus
Ischgl Trailground’ riding technique park
Silvretta Card for unlimited use of facilities & attractions
Piz Buin mountain and surrounding glaciers
Almabtrieb: middle to end September
Silvretta Waldbad open-air swimming pool with slides
Indoor swimming pool
Tennis courts
Rafting & canyoning
Mini-golf
Visit Switzerland by cable-car
Weekly bandstand concert and Tyrolean evening
Cheese Olympiad in Galtür
Ischgl Skyfly
Fishing

DEUTSCHLAND
GERMANY

Wien | Vienna

München | Munich

GALTÜR / ISCHGL

Salzburg

ÖSTERREICH
AUSTRIA

Zurich

LIECHTENSTEIN

Innsbruck

UNGARN
HUNGARY

DIE SCHWEIZ
SWITZERLAND
ITALIEN
ITALY

SLOWENIEN
SLOVENIA
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KRISTALL SPACES AG
Bachstelzenweg 2, CH-9410 Heiden, Switzerland
T +44 20 3735 8790 | M +41 78 683 07 77
info@kristall-spaces.com | immobilienintirol.de
Änderungen, Satz- und Druckfehler vorbehalten, Für den Inhalt verantwortlich: kristall-spaces.com
Bilder: Tourismusverband Paznaun-Ischgl | www.ischgl.com | www.galtuer.com
www.rudiwyhlidal.com | www. danielzangerl.com

